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Change in Antarctic sea ice

Sea ice: +8 %/decade -8 %/decade

Trend in sea-ice concentration



Change in Antarctic sea ice and pressure

Sea ice:
Pressure:

+8 %/decade
-1 hPa / decade

-8 %/decade
+1 hPa / decade

Trend in sea-ice concentration Trend in surface pressure



Observed Arctic sea ice versus CO2
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Changes largely driven by CO2

Statistical analysis, observations and model simulations all
agree on a major role of increasing CO2 levels for the observed
changes in sea ice.
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Polar amplification



Polar amplification



Polar amplification

Warming in 2090 relative to 1986–2005

RCP 2.6 RCP 8.5RCP 4.5

-1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 °C

Model: MPI-ESM; Visualisation: DKRZ/MPI



Weakening of jet stream. . .

Cold polar air mass

Bonn

Jetstream



. . . might explain much of recent extreme weather

Cold polar air mass

Bonn



Other impacts

UNEP; USGS; International Boundaries Research Unit, University of Durham



A landscape disappears
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Putting these changes into context
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The ice-albedo feedback

Warmer Water Less sea ice

More absorption
of solar radiation





September Arctic sea-ice extent
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Arctic summer sea ice: one possible future
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Simulations
Measurements: Satellite
Measurements: ship/airplane

Models: ACCESS, GFDL CM3, IPSL-CM5A-MR, MPI-ESM-MR, scenario: rcp85



Arctic sea ice in Max-Planck model MPI-ESM
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When is Arctic summer sea ice gone?
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Our actions define the climate of the future

Data: Max Planck Institute, Visualisation: DKRZ






Finally: some numbers

Around 1000 giga tons of CO2 may still be emitted to
probably keep global warming below 2 ◦C.

This is equivalent to about 130 tons CO2 per human.
36 giga tons of CO2 were emitted in 2013. At this rate, we
would reach the maximum emissions for 2 ◦C global
warming in less than 30 years.
Around 3000 giga tons of CO2 is the equivalent of
burning all known oil, gas and coal reserves.
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Summary

Changes in Arctic sea ice are the rapid alert system of
global climate change.

The observed sea-ice changes are very likely primarily
caused by increasing CO2 concentrations.
The future evolution of sea ice depends on future CO2
emissions.
A rapid loss of Arctic summer sea ice within this decade is
possible, but very unlikely.
Only a very strong and rapid reduction of CO2 might allow
for the survival of Arctic summer sea ice beyond this
century

dirk.notz@mpimet.mpg.de
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